
Parshat Vayikra
Friday 27th March 2020 
Candle Lighting  6.45pm
Mincha 6.30pm
Maariv 6.40pm

Shabbat 28th March 2020 
Shacharit   9.00am
Mincha  6.15pm
Maariv  7.33pm

A word from the Rabbi 
The fallible leader

“If the King commits a sin by unintentionally violating one of the Almighty’s 
commandments...”

Rashi comments on the verse saying “How blessed a nation led by a king 
who acknowledges his unintentional sins and brings sacrifices to atone for 
them. And all the more would he repent for his intentional sins”.

The verse speaks of a profound hope that when our leaders make 
mistakes, they will accept responsibility for them. 

But there is a second even more profound assumption in the verse; that 
when the King repents, we will admire him for doing so.

Why do leaders in general find it so difficult to admit fault?

 I think this is for one of two reasons:

On the one hand the leader wants to be perceived as infallible. Even if 
the occasional mistake transpires, it is blamed on the incompetence of his 
advisors or other external factors. Their narcissistic character demands that 
they retain a perfect self-image, one that cannot be faulted.

On the other hand one could suggest that the inability for the leader to 
admit fault is not due to some failure in the leader, but rather a failure 
in his constituents. The community cannot handle a fallible leader. We 
expect perfection from our leaders. Failure is intolerable and a perfect 



We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate Yartzeit this week:

Hylton Bernstein  for his mother  Sadie Bernstein
Anthony Rom  for his grandfather  Jacob Chernotsky
Helen Silber  for her father  Bernard Ende
Evan Fittinghoff  for his grandmother  Mercia Fittinghoff
Lewis Folb  for his brother  David Folb
Roslyn Glaser  for her father  Ralph Goldberg
Leora Schleissner  for her father  Bram Katz
Sandra Wald  for her mother  Tsyril Katz
Alan Krowitz and
Milton Krowitz  for their father  Nossy Krowitz
Lauri Sherman  for her father  Alan Michel
Ian Satill  for his grandmother  Reilke Russak
Bentley Sacks  for his father  Arnold Sacks
Raymond Sacks  for his mother  Beulah Sacks
Avigdor Saks and
Sarya Saks   for their mother  Pesia Saks
Helen Einstein  for her mother  Iris Schuk
Richard Shakenovsky for his brother  David Shakenovsky

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:
Steven and Leanne Blumenthal David and Izette Felthun
Vadim and Nicole Gurevich Arnon and Lara Musiker
Darren and Robyn Silber  Mark and Bernice Zworestine

 We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah Anniversary to:
Patrick Cemal Daniel Cohen Yoram Drutman
David Goldberg Lauren Kleiman Darren Levin
Matthew Levin Michael Padowich Yoni Rosenbaum
Liron Rutovitz Nathan Sher Brian Solomon

 replacement must be sought out.

Our leaders lie because we give them no alternative. We want them to lie 
because the illusion of the infallible leader trumps the reality of imperfect 
leadership.

Blessed be the nation whose leader admits their shortcomings; 
praiseworthy is the nation who accepts the fallible leader.

Shabbat shalom
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We wish a hearty Mazal Tov to
Erin Shuan

on her Bat Mitzvah this Shabbat
and to her parents, 

Alon and Lianne Shuan
and grandparents, 

Janine and Danny Abromowitz and Sima and Mark Shuan.

Erin is a warm, kind, caring and wonder-
ful girl who is always thinking about those 
around her and is always thinking of how 
she can help others. She has a passion for 
Musical Theatre and singing and on the 
odd occasion how to irritate her younger 
brother. We are such proud parents and 
can’t wait to see the woman she will grow 
into starting from this wonderful moment in 
her life.




